YAMATO BONSAI KAI

“FRIENDSHIP THROUGH

BONSAI”

Since 1968

Newsletter – December 2012
MESSAGE FROM THE BOARD
By Tony Hayworth

It’s the last month of the year – “where does time go”?
We’ve all heard this and said this to ourselves and others
over the years, but now I’m starting to understand what
it actually means. 
I want to take a moment and thank all the 2012 Board
members and their valuable contribution to the Club, in
particular, Mr. Dave Barron. Dave does a wonderful job
and all the heavy lifting with regards to keeping the
books and keeping us up to date with the GSBF
paperwork, etc. Thank you Dave!!
We have one last meeting this year on Tuesday evening
18 December, 2012. Please come out and finish the year
with us by helping to install the 2013 Yamato Board and
discuss the upcoming winter care for your trees.
A big thank you for all that came out on December 1st
for the Holiday Party. I am sure a good time was had by
all. Great food and great fun. A special thank you to
Karen Paulos for all her support with the party and the
party favors.
On December 8th, we conducted the cleanup of the EJCC
garden. The following members showed up to help:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Karen Paulos
Richard Paulos
Sandy Barron
Dave Barron
Dennis Hacker
Raleigh Wills
Diana Wong
Dawn Mezo
Sam Adina
Tony Hayworth

SENSEI UCHIDA’S NOTES
By Johnny Uchida

Dear Member – Last two months it was very busy. Our
Bonsai show and the Golden State Bonsai Federation
Convention. Also the new Yamato board members were
elected at the November meeting.
Now we talk about Christmas and New Year’s. We
laugh that the time goes so fast.
We are now getting lots of rain, maybe bonsai are very
happy and full good water too. But I worry about that
very cold weather may be coming. This area bonsai need
cold weather before warm spring comes. I think we are
in the nicest area for growing bonsai.
All you have to do -Deciduous trees, start pruning.
Evergreen trees are cleaned up. Prepare to repot. Soon
we will get warm spring weather. Summer time is very
busy watering bonsai. Winter time not that much. But
still you have to take care of your bonsai.
Wishing you all the good things for the holiday season.
Thank You

AT THE NEXT CLUB MEETING…
On Tuesday, December 18th we will discuss flowering
bonsai care and talk about dormant spraying and winter
care.
Bring a deciduous bonsai to the meeting !!!
Note: All Club Meetings start at 7:30 PM.

I want to thank each of you for your hard work during
the cleanup. Your support and dedication to the club is
most appreciated.
Finally, as I put together the agenda for next year’s
events, if anything comes to mind, please let me know
and the sooner the better. See you at the next meeting.
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Club Meeting Location

ELECTION RESULTS
By Jack Ellis, Club Advisor

Election for the 2013 Yamato Board was held at the
November monthly meeting. Here are the results.
President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer
Director 2013/14
Director 2013/14
Director 2013




Tony Hayworth
Mike Butler
Dennis Hacker
Dave Barron
Karen Paulos
Lucky Crist
Raleigh Wills

Remaining Director from the 2012/13 seating is
Brad Sheldon.
Filling the open Director position for the second seat
of 2012/13 is Raleigh Wills.
Jack Ellis remains our Club Advisor.

Yamato Bonsai Kai monthly meetings are held at the
Eden Japanese Community Center.
Location Address: 710 Elgin Street San Lorenzo. CA.

YAMATO BONSAI KAI – 2013 BOARD
President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
Director 2012/13
Director 2012/13
Director 2013/14
Director 2013/14
Advisor

Tony Hayworth
Mike Butler
Dennis Hacker
Dave Barron
Brad Sheldon
Raleigh Wills
Karen Paulos
Lucky Crist
Jack Ellis

510-289-5731
510-917-3592
510-685-7273
510-456-6799
510-888-1139
925-519-0478
510-410-5782
510-276 4043
925-455-5429

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

YAMATO BONSAI KAI
– 2012 CALENDAR OF EVENTS –
The remaining activities planned for this year:
December
th
18 – Monthly Club Meeting
Note: 2013 Events will appear here in the January NL.

BOARD MEETING

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Saturday, 12 January 2013 @ 09:00AM
At Tony’s House in Union City
Attention Board Members & interested Club Members – We
will have the first meeting of the 2013 Board on Saturday
morning 12 January at 09:00 AM, at Tony’s house in Union
City.
Send your agenda items beforehand please.
Emphasis will be on planning 2013 Calendar and Show topics.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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YAMATO HOLIDAY PARTY FUN
The annual holiday party was a big success this year.
Here are some highlights.
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Holiday Party Continued

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

We really need to get on this weeping cedar in May!

… and from the EJCC yard Cleanup!

Please Don’t Feed the Bears!
(Richard – I’m just kidding)
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Member Contribution Forum

Newby News
By Dennis Hacker

(Star) “Hi, Everyone. I'm Dennis”
(Everyone) “Hello, Dennis!”
(Star) “I'm an over-waterer. I'm so sorry! I want
to change my life!”
Well, my revelation didn't come in a 12-step meeting,
although there are probably a lot of us new to the bonsai
world that could use it and we just didn't know it. I've
read that for every tree that dies from being underwatered, hundreds die from being over-watered. It has
taken me killing many trees to realize that I just plain
over-water!!!!
My fear- because of the wind/heat/combination at my
house, I had to water daily or my trees would die. Not
so, my friends. My friends, our plants need water. Yes,
they do! But, they need oxygen, nutrients and sunlight as
well. Oxygen can't get through stagnant water and that's
what you'll have if you do, as I have done, overwater!
Roots start to rot! Turn black, yes they do. (Can't you
just see me thumping my fist into my palm as I say this)
(The director now says this is my big revelation scene)
Second bonsai I had purchased was a lovely little
Sawara cypress. Just after purchasing it, we had major
work done on our house. We had up to 17 engineers,
contractors and lawyers all inhibiting progress of
residing our home and putting new windows in and then
a new roof. It turned out to be relevant in a lawsuit
against the builders of the homes, but that's another
story. I didn't water my Sawara for almost 6 weeks!!! It
truly was about as dead as it could be, even declared
dead by Sensei Uchida. Shortly thereafter I attended my
first Yamato Bonsai Kai meeting and heard President
Tony tell us how our trees can take in water through
their greenery. (In my case, brownery) I went home that
night and misted the hell out of my tree. I repotted it in
good soil and watered it a lot. (Newly transplanted trees
do need watering more frequently immediately after
potting.) I misted it two-to-three times daily and today, 4
years later, it is alive! It lost two branches but has
survived 4-6 weeks of no water.
Right now, with all the rain we're having, some of my
trees had to be brought indoors to prevent them from
becoming waterlogged. I will put them back out next
week when the rains diminish.
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Some things to consider when watering: Depth of pot,
type of pot, type of tree, how long the tree has been in its
pot, and environmental conditions. Let's examine these
to see how they affect the plant.
Depth of pot: This seems to be an easy one but if you are
watering a tree a lot and then you put it in a bigger and
deeper pot, as said earlier, you will need to water quite a
bit initially to get the roots started. Later on, use the
weight of the pot as an indicator for need to water. If the
pot is cool and heavy, don't water. Wait another day or
two to see how much it dries out.
Type of pot: An unglazed pot will lose water faster than
a glazed pot. IF an unglazed pot is cool, you don't need
to water. If it's hot, you will need to consider watering. A
glazed pot will not wick water through so only weight
will tell.
Type of plant or tree: Some trees don't like or need a lot
of water. Utah, California or Sierra Junipers live on dew
collected overnight during the summers. Not much rain
falls on these trees so they drink water through the
needles/leaves. You can let these guys dry out a lot
between waterings and the plant will survive. Gingko
trees and Sawara cypress need to dry out between
waterings. Star Jasmine likes moist soil. Cotoneasters
don't like to be wet. Look up your trees on the internet to
see what is recommended for moisture of the soil. I have
a Fukien tea tree which I was told likes to be wet and
humid. I killed my first one by watering too much
because I thought it was keeping the humidity up. Hell, I
live on the San Francisco Bay. It's always humid here.
How long has the tree been in the pot: As mentioned
previously, initially after transplanting, trees need to be
watered frequently, maybe daily or more frequently
depending on the environmental conditions. Later, as
the tree is established in the pot, watering frequency
should be reduced to allow the tree to dry somewhat
between waterings. But, if a tree is root-bound, it won't
hold very much water at all. It may need watering
several times a day to keep it moist.
Lastly, environment: In Pleasanton, it gets hot and dry
during the summer. At my house in Richmond, the
summers are about 65 degrees and I have winds of 15-30
mph. Which place will need to be watered more
frequently? I'd say Pleasanton. I may need to mist my
trees, but they don't need water as often as I had
previously been doing.
Final comment: (Here's where the camera zooms in on
my lovely face and we get a close-up shot) Pick up your
pots, IF you're able to see how light they are. Two trees
sitting next to each other, with the same potting medium,
my seem to be identical, but tree canopy may vary. Wind
may vary. Sunlight may vary. And one may get drier
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than the other and need watering more frequently. The
only way to know is to see how light they are.
By the way, Herb L. Gunderson put out a really nice
book on “Keep your Bonsai Alive and Well”. Well
worth reading.

INPUT FOR 2013 PLANNING
By Yamato Board

Think about watering and I'll see you at the next 12-step
program meeting. Keep your powder dry and water your
plants as needed.

If you have thoughts or ideas for conducting the business
of the Board, or ideas and needs for monthly club
meetings or other such items, please get your input to
any of the board members. We ask that also make your
time available to help with committee work or to help
execute on your ideas also.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Thank you.

GSBF CALENDAR OF EVENTS
For a complete list, please refer to the Golden State Bonsai
Federation Calendar of Events at:
http://www.gsbf-bonsai.org/gsbfcal.html

January 19-20 Oakland CA.
Bay Island Bonsai: Annual Bonsai Exhibit. Oakland Lakeside
Garden Center, 666 Bellevue Ave. Auction on Saturday, with
preview at Noon and auction at 1 PM. Bonsai demonstration by
Boon on Sunday at 1PM. Guided tours of the exhibit both
Saturday and Sunday. Vendor sales, Club sales, Educational
bonsai material for sale. Hours: 10AM - 4PM Saturday and
Sunday. Entry to exhibit is free, donations accepted. For more
information: (510) 919-5042 or www.bayislandbonsai.com

2013 MEMBERSHIP DRIVE
By Yamato Board

We will begin our 2013 Membership Drive in
December. The Board recently voted to have only one
membership level (per household) at $45 annually.
After reviewing the new form, if you have questions,
just let any board member know.
In this Newsletter distribution, is an updated form to
collect any changes to your details for the roster.

**WANTED **
We are looking for contributors to the
Newsletter.
If you would like to say something or
contribute with pictures and captions (etc.),
please contact Tony Hayworth.
All contributions are due in writing
(electronic transmission) by the first work
day of the month.

ABOUT THE YAMATO BONSAI CLUB
The Yamato Bonsai Club has a long and distinguished
history in the Bay Area. In 1968, the club was founded
with six members including its first Sensei, Mr. Jimmy
Inadomi from the Castro Valley area. Its second sensei
was Mr. Juzaburo Furuzawa. Since 1976, the Yamato
Bonsai Club has been under the guidance of Sensei John
Uchida of Hayward.
The Yamato Bonsai Club meets each month at the Eden
Japanese Community Center, in San Lorenzo, on the
third Thursday at 07:30 PM.

Also to be as efficient as possible with everyone’s time,
we are asking continuing members to come current by
the end of February. This simply helps with the
administrative overhead with this task.
Thanks for your support.
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BONSAI BASIC
By Tony Hayworth

In Northern California winter is here us as I write this
column, the cold and the rain is upon us. Let’s hope we
do not have any “hose splitting” freezes this year. I say
this as a joke as we are very lucky here in the S.F. Bay
Area with our weather.
Our weather is quite mild and we are lucky to be bonsai
enthusiasts with how kind the weather is here. But (and
there are always buts) there are a few days in the winter
(and summer) when we can have extremes and that is
dangerous for our trees. I cannot write a paragraph or
two that covers every tree and every situation – however
let me try a few highlights.
Some trees like the cold and like to go completely
dormant. I’m not saying they should get frost-bite and
be neglected during the winter, but I’m saying that pine
(in general) can take a cold snap and be okay. If they are
shohin or mame bonsai, then be more careful. As long
as a tree is not bone dry… a few really cold days are not
an issue. If winter watering is neglected and your tree is
bone dry, it is a gamble if it will survive through a cold
snap. Don’t water too early in the morning during the
winter and on very cold days. Also, if you water very
late in the day or evenings in winter you run the risk of
cracking you bonsai pot! (Frozen water expands!)
Bonsai are dormant now and for the most part next
month also. Transplanting should not be on your
schedule; grafting of conifers could be done now and
again in the next couple of months. Digging up the
neighbors’ specimen tree (with permission) is an activity
that you may want to pursue.
Bonsai Tip: as a tip this month, I want to give you a
consolidated list of general tips that you should
memorize and pay attention to routinely.
Loose Soil – your bonsai soil must be porous. If your
bonsai soil mix is thick and loamy the tree will not grow
and will not be healthy.
Pests – it is better to pay attention to them with
preventative maintenance versus trying to fight a big
infestation. Set a cycle of preventative spray to control
in this area. Keep your eyes open.
Rotation – you will not have a first class tree if you do
not learn to rotate your trees. While you may like to
always look at your tree from the front on its pedestal,
the backside needs to get sun also. Learn to rotate your
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trees. I have tips on easy (and inexpensive) garden
turntables if you are interested. See me.
Moss – while moss is pretty… it is not the bonsai. Moss
should be kept short. This is done by learning when to
strip it back and let it come back naturally better and
shorter. Don’t let moss grow up the trunk of your tree.
Fertilizer – have a schedule. Know what trees need
what fertilizer mixtures, and when to fertilize. Allpurpose, non-burning is a safe way to go but it will not
cover all your needs once you have a lot of trees.
Consult Sensei Uchida, senior club members or proper
written materials on this subject.
Pinching – you must learn this technique for many trees.
Pinching during the growing season saves later trimming
work. It also helps control the shape considerably.
De-candling – if you have a black pine, you must learn
when and how to do this. It starts with knowing a few
rules and then just jumping in and not being afraid.
Knowing how to cut back and leave the appropriate
amount of needles and needles pairs is critical to the
health and maintenance of a black pine bonsai. You
should pursue independent study on this topic and learn
the techniques this coming year (or two).
Wire – the more wire, the better the Bonsai! This is true
when you are doing the initial shaping and establishing
of a tree into a pre-bonsai. The trunk, primary and all
secondary branches must be wired on the first time
shaping of a tree.
Tree-to-Pot – Always wire the tree to the pot when
transplanting. Use a good quality wire – don’t use
copper as it has elements that can be poisonous to the
new roots. If a freshly transplanted tree is not stable,
new roots will not take off effectively.
Finally, where do healthy looking Pine trees get their
strength? Answer: from strong and healthy roots!!
Remember… keep your eye on Bonsai.
Ask me if you have questions - Tony
Email bonsaicho@comcast.net
Phone 510-289-5731
evenings

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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REFRESHMENTS
The club will have coffee at each meeting.
We also have a sign up list for treats each month.
See Sandy Barron for sharing or making a contribution
to the success of our break time at the meeting!!

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

CELEBRATIONS THIS MONTH …

YAMATO CLASSIFIEDS
Notice: if you want to advertise something in this space,
please contact the Newsletter Committee or Board Member.

Bonsai and Pre-Bonsai for Sale - I have many
bonsai and pre-bonsai material for sale… including a
large landscape sized Blue Cedar bonsai styled trees. I
am overstocked and want to move this material to a good
home. Is that you? I have a few pots for cheap also.
Contact Tony Hayworth early for best selection.
Phone: 510-289-5841 or bonsaicho@comcast.net

A very “Happy Birthday” to:
17th – Dennis Hawkins
18th – Casey Campbell
21st – Dawn Mezo

Happy Anniversary and many more years to come:

Fall or Winter Care Conifer Care
If anyone is interested in a workshop on conifer care or
need some help with maintenance at this time of the
year, let me know.
Contact Tony Hayworth
Phone: 510-289-5731 or bonsaicho@comcast.net

21 – Lyle and Linda Crater
28th – Jenny and Dennis Hacker
st

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

CONTACT US
If you need to mail anything to the club in general,
please send to:
YAMATO BONSAI KAI
P. O. Box 770
Union City, CA 94587-0770
If there is anything you would like to contribute or
comment on regarding the newsletter, contact Tony
Hayworth, at bonsaicho@comcast.net
If you have moved, or changed your email address, please
notify Yamato Bonsai Kai, so that we may update our contact
and mailing list information. Thank you.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

\
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YAMATO BONSAI KAI
P. O. Box 770
Union City, CA 94587-0770
Return Service Requested

Attention Postmaster:
Dated Material – Please Expedite
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